A-Maze-ing Animal Mouths
Puzzle by Guy Belleranti

First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following animals.

BLUE WHALE  EAGLE  GIANT ANTEATER
HUMMINGBIRD  TOAD  TURTLE

You may move forward, backward, up, or down, but no letter may be connected more than once.

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in the blank spaces to learn one way these animals' mouths are alike.

Start

Write the unused letters on the lines to learn how these animals' mouths are alike.

________ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ (____

________ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ .
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First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following animals.

| BLUE WHALE | EAGLE | GIANT ANTEATER |
| HUMMINGBIRD | TOAD | TURTLE |

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in the blank spaces to learn one way these animals’ mouths are alike.

They have no teeth. They either swallow food whole, cut food with beaks (or beak-like mouths), or use their tongues to eat.